
DRIVING INSTRUCTIONS 
Dalaman Airport to Villa Mandarin. 
 
Follow the dual carriageway from the airport and after about 6.5 kilometres you will come 
to a roundabout with traffic lights.  You should go straight on here following the signs to 
Koycegiz and Mugla. 
 
After a further 4 kilometres you will come to another set of lights where you go straight 
on again.  A kilometre further on there is a further set of lights where you should turn 
right onto the main road signposted to Fethiye and Antalya. 
 
Continue on this main road, over the hills all the way to Fethiye.  After about 30 
kilometres you will bypass the harbour town of Gocek. The new Gőcek tunnel is now 
in operation and will save the time and hassle of negotiating the steep hairpin 
bends in that area. The price at the present time is 7.00TL for one way.  After that 
you will cross another steep set of hills before passing through the villages of Yaniklar, 
Kargi and Ciftlik (where you should take care to observe the marked speed limits). 
About 1.7km after the sign for Ciftlik, you will see a large sign for CALIS PLAJI. Turn 
right here and continue on this long winding road for about 3km, following the signs for 
Fethiye  
 
At the next roundabout with traffic lights go straight ahead, and follow this road for 
approximately 2km when you will approach another set of traffic lights, which will take 
you past the Government Hospital on the left. At the lights, bear right following the signs 
for Őlűdeniz. Follow the road for another 500m through another set of lights, this road 
will take you past Tansaş supermarket on the right and OPET Petrol station on the left. 
After approximately 2km you will come to another roundabout with traffic lights where 
you go straight across, shortly passing M.M. Migros Supermarket on the left. 
 
At the next roundabout with traffic lights go straight ahead, again following the signs for 
Őlűdeniz, following this road round the bend past the cemetery to the next set of traffic 
lights. Go straight on for about 1.5 km until you approach another set of traffic lights at 
the T-junction, where you turn right. Follow this road up the hill for some 6km passing 
through Ovacik and the Shell Petrol Station on the left. You will then come to a 
roundabout with signs for Kaya and Hisaronu. Here you bear left for Őlűdeniz and follow 
the road down the hill for about 3km. As you get to the bottom of the hill, take the second 
turning on the left by the Tokgoz Market. This road takes you round the back of the 
resort and on to the coast road. 
 
Follow this road past the Lykia World Resort for another 10.5 km, taking care when 
ascending the hill, especially with some of the hairpin bends. 
 
At the road junction at the top of the hill, bear right for Uzunyurt (Faralya). Follow the 
signs for Faralya (Kabak), passing the Faralya Hotel and a white villa on the left. As you 
approach the next white building on the left - Faralya Market, you will see a road that 
forks left directly behind this building. Take this narrow track and a few metres further 
you will see Villa Mandarin on the left. 
 
 Please drive carefully and ‘iyi yolculuklar’.   


